
Water Homework test
2
Instructions for students: Follow your
teacher's instruction. Also you can attempt this
test online and see your result.

Attempt online and know results

Topic: Water
Dates: 05.10.2022 until unlimited
Question count: 3
Total marks: 15

1. The process of evaporation  (6 m.)

Aim:
To demonstrate the process of evaporation.
 
Procedure:

● Take two similar plates and pour equal
amount of water in it by measuring it with a
cap.

● Place one plate in water and the other plate
under shade.

● Observe both the plates after every 15 mins.
● Note down that in which plate water has

disappeared and find out the reason behind
it.

● Document your results with pictures
explaining it with the reason.

Observation:

https://www.yaclass.in/TestWork/Info?jid=obpkidrdckKgS--82gYMbA&a=p


Upload your results here
 
File attachment field
Important!

This exercise will be manually
checked by your teacher.

Click to view solution for similar
question online

View solution

2. Drop the rivers and seas  (4 m.)

Drag and drop the appropriate ones:

A) Narmada
B) Mediterranean sea
C) Baltic sea
D) Kaveri

 

 are some of the rivers found in India and 

 are some of the seas of the world
 
           

https://www.yaclass.in/Exercise/PdfSolution?c=d0a812a7-2f51-4bbc-bf6a-f0d8758a600c&twId=20626&ts=1664996152&sg=zlI6aveQQrIp4P-bXCJ8inwExrU1


Click to view solution for similar
question online

View solution

3. Analyse the statements regarding water
 (5 m.)

Choose the best ones:
  
A)  Statement 1:The planet earth is abundant
with water.
 
    Statement 2: The planet earth is also known
as red planet.
                       

A) Both the statements are incorrect
B) Statement 1 is correct
C) Statement 2 is correct
D) Both the statements are correct

 
  
B)  Statement 1: The formation of water vapour
through the process of condensation.
                     
      Statement 2: The water that is lost from the
earth returns back to the earth through the
process of water cycle.
                       

A) Both the statements are correct

https://www.yaclass.in/Exercise/PdfSolution?c=9ec597de-bc21-4fe1-9fd2-ba140cd6abe2&twId=20626&ts=1664996152&sg=lI__7MC7GLmFN6PBXRPWWaG2ezE1


B) Statement 1 is correct
C) Both the statements are incorrect
D) Statement 2 is correct

                     
 
C)  Statement 1: Clouds are white colored
structures.
  
      Statement 2: At certain heights the air gets
cooler due to which the  
water vapor present in it condenses to form
clouds.
                      

A) Statement 2 is correct
B) Both the statements are incorrect
C) Statement 1 is correct
D) Both the statements are correct

Click to view solution for similar
question online

View solution

https://www.yaclass.in/Exercise/PdfSolution?c=c0ff4d38-3449-44c9-941e-b942d9c62237&twId=20626&ts=1664996152&sg=Rw5yHT04Nn1hoIlTryaz_i4p7VU1

